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About This Game

The Garden Kingdom, a land filled with beautiful gardens. One day, the long-undisturbed peace was to be broken, when a
certain incident occurred.

Zoolians, beasts from the neighboring Zoo Empire launched an attack on Garden.

Protect what is important. Restore the livelihoods of the gardenfolk.

With the help of garderner Kurtz and his friends, face the Zoolians head on and defend the Kingdom of Garden.

 Battle System

Garden Tale is a 2.5D simulation RPG with a focus on strategy.
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In various places across the map there are plants with explosive properties called "Bonions".
Hitting a Bonion will cause it to explode, inflicting damage to units in the surrounding area.
 

If other Bonions are caught in the explosion, they will also explode, creating a chain reaction.
The larger the chain reaction, the larger the damage that can be inflicted, greatly increasing your Mana (which is
required to perform skills.)
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What's Bonion

【What are Bonions? (Part 1)】
Bonions are onion-like plants you will find spread across the map.
They take damage from attacks and will explode when their HP reaches 0.
Both enemies and allies caught in the radius of the explosion will take damage.

 

 

 

 

【What are Bonions? (Part 2)】
In this game, making use of the positions and properties of Bonions will give you the strategic edge in battle. Engulfing
multiple enemies in a single explosion feels great. But you must avoid causing too much damage to your allies with
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explosions.

【Chaining explosions (Part 1)】
When a Bonion explodes, any other Bonions caught in the explosive radius will also explode. It is possible to set off a
chain reaction this way.

【Chaining explosions (Part 2)】
Setting off a chain reaction not only increases the area in which you can inflict damage, but also increases the amount of
damage itself. You will also receive more mana, which is required for performing skills.
Note your allies' position and health before setting off a chain reaction, in case they get caught up in the explosions.

 

【Bonion skills】
There are some skills attached to certain equipment which can be used directly on Bonions. These include skills that
move a Bonion when you attack it, or grow Bonions quicker than normal. Becoming familiar with these skills will allow
you make better use of the Bonions on the field.

 Skills

You can give 1 unique skill and up to 2 skills for the weapon/armor of each unit.
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Some of these skills are passive effects, deal damage to enemies, or control Bonions.
Try to make the best choice of weapons and skills for each stage and bring your enemies to their defeat!
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Such a near-perfect game. It's gorgeous. It's optimized well. The combat is amazing. Well, at first... The combat gets kinda stale
after a while, but that's such a minor mark on an otherwise totally unique and engrossing game.  I'm positive the developers will
expand upon it more in the sequel. The music and sound effects are top-notch and convey the sense of being lonely, scared, but
also absolutely determined to keep moving on. And the voice actors, they did such an amazing job. Especially Druth, that guy
was fantastic. Rarely do we get games like these. Last thing to mention is the pacing and flow, and thanks to Unreal engine, the
game seamlessly transitions from one scene to the next. I love it.. Unplayable coop. I wasted 30 minutes of my weekend trying
to connect with a friend to do a coop session. And we both had to watch an unskippable cutscene for up to 4 times.. It's a nice
little game that's pretty relaxing. At the moment it looks like it's gonna take 1-2 hours but if the dev keeps on adding levels and
mechanics then it's worth the 4 dollars.. If you played 'The Book of Unwritten Tales (1)" you will probably enjoy this sequel. It
brings back all the main characters from the first game and introduces a few new ones.

The textures and rigging are a little better than the first and the mechanics and walk paths are a little smoother but I still found
that some of the walk paths (especially when you are switching between characters) are a little weird. You don't have to do any
pixel hunting because you can highlight all items that you can interact with so it's hard to miss something. Some of the puzzles
are not very logical to solve but most of them are reasonable.

I didn't care for the story in this game as much as the first. Parts of it seemed out of character, others were underdeveloped, and
in many cases there are parts of the story which never get resolved... yes, unresolved story plots bother me. The game also
suffers from pacing issues. I like all the characters so I've got nothing against Wilbur but it does feel especially at the beginning
of the game that your are stuck in that part of the story for a very long time, even if you are doing everything in the right order.
The humor is still there but I didn't find it quite as humorous as the first game.

I personally love achievements! So I disliked the difficulty attached to obtaining the "Drunken Master" achievement. You can't
really save right before you attempt it and on your first playthrough you have no idea it's coming. By the time you've played
through that far you also probably don't feel like replaying to that point to attempt getting it again. I feel like the game doesn't
have a lot of replay value. I might attempt it again at somepoint to try and get that achievement (along with Math Magician
which I missed my first time around but It feels almost like it would be a chore to do again. I enjoyed it enough to play it once
but, a second time anytime in the near future seems a bit too much.

If you liked the first game and you like Point & Click Adventure games you'll probably enjoy this game. But if you are a fairly
impatient person and don't enjoy solving puzzles this game is not for you as it will require a lot of both.. This game is a short
RPG that had almost no flaws for me. There are two negative points which I want to point out (but don't be fooled, they're
compensated by the positive points I mention right after)

- Theres not too much focus on the story and huge parts of it are gathered through notes (which you may find or not, depends on
how much exploring you do)
BUT: The characters are very likeable, even though one of them can't speak. The relationship between the two main characters
is heartwarming, which is pretty surprising regarding the fact that you spend such a short amount of time with them.
The atmosphere is phantastic and very mysterious - the music is largely responsible for that. The soundtrack is awesome and
supports every mood presented in the game.
So yeah, if you are able to connect to the characters and atmosphere, you will have a great time and get more out of the story
than you might think.

- Exploring the different parts of the dungeons can be tedious, although every path has its own design. But the riddles there are
so easy that you really do nothing else than running and fighting.
BUT: The battle system is great. The characters have skills which can be combined to have different effects. And you really
need those. I didn't think the game was too easy, in fact I had to prepare a tactic for most of the fights. I really enjoyed that.
I also think that the short playtime benefits the gameplay. Yeah, its a little disappointing to see the ending after 3-4 hours, but
otherwise the dungeon exploring would've become too annoying.

So, is it worth it? I'd say yes, definitely. But you have to keep in mind that the game is short and may want to wait for a sale. I
didn't regret buying this game at release at all. Really liked it.. A helluva game that could lead to friendships ending or even
divorce if you're not careful. There's so much pressure to complete the game and given that there's only 100 lives you feel each
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death as you inch closer to failure.

There's no way to play alone so you must rely on teamwork. We found it difficult to communicate about the game. There's no
language that can describe the complex movement you need to make as a team. You need to circle the rope around stuff and be
on platforms of different height. Being tied together really causes problems. This is much more difficult than lovers in a
dangerous space time.

All that said this game is amazing! The rope mechanic is perfect. It grows as you do kill enemies, rewarding for doing well. But
if you die it resets completely. A little too much punishment for my taste but it does pile on the pressure.

If I could I would finish the game but I think it would lead to a fight. We definitely needed an easy mode. I think the game is
great and if you, and the person you want to play with, like seriously difficult games then I do recommend Red Rope.. Get the
soundtrack, it's worth it. Been listening to cheesy 8-bit anthems on public transport and it feels great.. how to relax with your
bad day
feels good. A simple to pick-up, yet difficult to master, game that follows the origins of the rogue-like genre. It is a fun little
game that you play during your lunch hour, or when you want to wind down for the day. Lots of replay ability as you are able to
play with many different classes. Just one more level :D. I really enjoyed this. One of my favorites.
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in all honesty i found it very choppy, and poorly done.
the game would constantly become unresponsive when male deer get close to me.
every single tree uses the exact same skin, i find this very unpleasant.
i dont think this game should have been released yet,
seems this game is just thrown together so far a little shotty work has been done in each place to make this game sorta function.
like when a mechanic sells you a broken car that runs smoothly for the first 200km.
i got a refund, fastest one ive ever put requested.. YES! so. I've been enjoying Astrox since #1. I was playing EVE, and lets face
it, most of us "new" players of EVE get flat out bored with it. There are no exciting battles, that you see on the tube or read in
blogs, Heck we don't even get far enough to even OPEN a spreadsheet, let alone make use of one, if we can even read how ti
connects with the game.

So being the fun game server person I am, I started looking for a decent EVE PS, but they are sorely lacking big time. So did a
search of "offline EVE" and what do you know - ASTROX came in to the results. While I did enjoy the first one, it did get
repetitive, and did not quite have the EVE feel I was hoping for. The game in it self was great, but was still missing something.

The ASTROX IMPERIUM came out. NOOOWWWW it feels a lot like "solo-EVE". The depth of the 3D effects, missions and
just about everything but the boring stuff. Now is it a "EVE OFFLINE" - not really, if anything, ASTROX IMPERIUM is a
compliment to EVE. it has enough to be it's own game successfully, yet scratch that EVE ONLINE itch most of us have.

Now it is said in the wiki that it has a mix of homeworld, but I could not feel it. Maybe because I was searching for something a
little more "faster" than EVE, without it being EVE. ASTROX IMPERIUM is the ticket. Personally, I would compare this more
towards the X series (earlier ones up to and including TC). However, I believe ASTROX IMPERIUM holds its own very well.

If you want a nice smooth space game, or a very close EVE "offline" style - this is for you. ASTROX IMPERIUM is built way
better than the first. And no, you do not need to play the first at all. The first one is a game all its own as well.

Enjoy!!

PS
I know I mentioned EVE a lot in my opinion of ASTROX IMPERIUM, but that is what brought me here - I was looking for
something that felt like eve, now I am hooked on ASTROX IMPERIUM and EVE has been shelved (prob permanently). Puzzle
Strike is the best deckbuilding game I've ever played, and the port is adequate (not to mention way cheaper than a physical
copy).

The online community seems to be dead, but it's well worth getting just to play with friends.. So, Front Wars is bad. Really bad.
I was looking for an Advance Wars clone for a while now, apparently there isn't one modern game like AW that is even close to
it's fun, but I had some hope for Front Wars. The screenshots looked decent enough, the topic was contained, it looked all in all
like a cheap clone. But that would do. That alone would do. But of course, burned by the garbage pile of bad AW clones People
were rightfully cautious and despite my burning hope so was I.

So it didn't came a such a big disappointment when I started up the game and was confronted with a pile
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

1. The Options are bare
The options are pretty terrible. The game is made with Unity, so you can at least configure the resolution and wither
you want the game windowed or fullscreen when starting the game. But ingame you can basically just turn four options
things on and off. Battle Animations, Sea Animations, Musik and Sounds. You don't have the empowerment to decide
how loud music or sounds should be, either you have them or you don't. But that's the least of your worries, since you
actually don't want to hear the sounds.

2. The Sounds are terrible
This is the first thing that sticks out. The sound design is the worst. The dev obviously didn't had anyone to make him
sounds, so he just stuck a webcam with mic up his\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and recorded for a day in the hope
to get some sounds that resemble war. You're better of disabling the sound and make your own with your mouth. Heck,
get your child, get a random child, put it next to the monitor and let it make the sounds.
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3. The Animation is lazy\/barely there
Everything's flat and lifeless. Units stand still and are pushed over the field like made of paper. There is a bit of
animations when units engage in battle, but that too is very stale and cheap. Attacks don't feel powerful, destroying an
unit does not feel satisfying.

4. The AI is just plain bad
Unforgivable in a AW clone. One could argue against the AI in AW, but this is just terrible. I attacked a tank on a
street with a tank of my own from grass. Since the street offers no cover the enemy took a fair amount of damage. In
AW the AI would either move the tank away, back where it could be repaired or get into a better position or move on
grass itself and counterattack. This AI just counterattacked my tank from the street, given that it was hurt more than
my own, taking even more damage. I destroyed it then with the next move. At other points the AI just aggressively tries
to hurt you, like a knight with no arms. I saw the AI attacking an artillery with a normal infantry footsoldier instead of
using him against my footsoldier, making next to no damage. In another instance the computer just decided to attack
one of my almost full soldier's with a 1 hp soldier, making no damage and blowing up itself. Even the Volkssturm that
defended Berlin in it's last hours would be like: "dude, this is dumb".

5. The overall design is terrible
The game does not just look like a horrible tablet game port, it's worse than that. Werther the look appeal to you
initially or not, the menus are ugly and unintuitive to read. The lovely simplicity of AW does not work on a higher
resolution and with these graphics. It's just look like free assets taken from the Unity store.

6. Uninspired Setting
We have too many World War 2 games, even the shooters recognized that. Some manage to keep it interesting with
gameplay and some special history flavour. Not this game though. The premise seems to be "World War 2 something
something". No unique units or no generals. A huge step down from the lighthearted fantasy war world of any AW. It
was never a smart or story heavy game, but it had a soul.

7. "Campaign"
What the game is calling "campaign" is actually just a string of skirmishes without much context. There is no
introduction text, no dialogs, no events. You get the name of the mission and then start a map with preset units and
buildings. You are just supposed to either know the battle or handwave it as some random battle. Something something
World War 2, violence, war, boom, excitement.

8. No CO's
This was something I thought I didn't need, but after the experience of Front Wars I totally do. The different abilities
and unit skills of the CO's gave the armies nuances and added another layer of tactics. Here the enemy just have the
same units as you, it really doesn't matter if you take Axis or Allies. Heck, you can just imagine that you are playing
the dwarfs of Westvirginia in their deadly vendetta against the polish order of pancakes.

9. ESC quites the game instantly
This is relatively minor and yet very annoying: the ESC-key closes the game without confirmation and wherever you
are. This is especially horrifying because I am used to close game menus with that key. I keep hitting it instinctively
and it's irritating that the game has not quit button. You are supposed to just hit ESC.

10. It's bloody unpolished
You thought I am down to nitpicking. But I am not. You're reading the title right. It's not ordinarily unpolished, not a
bit unpolished, it's bloody unpolished. When I surrendered the skirmish game, the computer played an additional turn
until the game finally realized that the game was lost and then threw me out to the multiplayer lobby, despite me
playing a singleplayer skirmish map. At some point I destroyed an enemy tank, but since I had it selected before the
fight it's movement indicator was still visible and didn't vanish until I clicked on another enemy unit. At one point I
took a peek into the tutorial and was annoyed out of it when it was lagging, not letting me move the unit it told me to
move for ten seconds.

And those are just the terrible things I encountered in 20 minutes. 20 Minutes! I didn't try the multiplayer, I didn't use
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the map editor, I didn't finish a mission. The Old Ones know what unholy terrors of bugs and terrible design are
waiting in the deep, ready to snatch a player's sanity within a blink. I see no worth in playing anymore, the game is not
getting less buggy and better designed the more I play.

Don't buy this game. It's unpolished, bad designed, weak, it's by no stretch the Advance Wars clone you were waiting
for. Get down on your knees and bow three times to Tokyo and ask Nintendo silently for another Advance Wars. No
earthly force seem to be able to even emulate the concept.
. 1000 Amps is an okay game. While it lacks the pure polish of a game like Within A Deep Forest, 1000 Amps succeeds
in its own little niche of a puzzle-platformer with a big emphasis on exploration. It's short, it will probably frustrate
you at some point, but it's worth checking out.. It was a fun game, and if you like hidden object games you will
probably enjoy it. However it is jaw-droppingly short, and there is no plot. Expensive for what it was.. Rome Reborn -
a great project: Reconstructing the ancient city as it was as a 3D model. I was looking forward to experience ancient
Rome in VR. And another great feature - time travel. Being able to compare current ruins with the reconstructed
model. But what do we get? You can't explore the model by freely moving around, you can only teleport to some
selected spots. Ok, that's been in the description. But what you can see from these spots are totally flat 2D views like
360 degree 2D photographs. And the same is true for the photographs of todays ruins which are not only 2D but also
very low resolution. I really don't like to write a negative review, but that's not todays state of VR technology. So please
give us the 3D model to explore and high res 3D photographs to compare. Then I will recommend this app for its
educational value. And give us Rome Reborn as a complete piece of software instead of selling it in fragments.. Good
game...for what it is.. I hate you 3000. My god this is awful in so many levels. Poor modeling, no challenge, lag, and
constantly i get stuck into the terrain. This is so bad i hid this game from my library.

Update 1.0.1:
 

Hello! Update 1.0.1

- Fixed a bug with going beyond the location
- The control of the drone with using the gamepad is smoother.
- Changed the toy car control from the cross to the left stick.
- Added control map with gamepad (main buttons)
- On some puzzles, the pause between the buttons is reduced
- MAYBE, fixed bug with invisible people, casting shadows. I could not repeat the bug, so there are no guarantees.
- Fixed a bug with the achievement "Chronicle" when collecting all the pictures in the menu. Mini-stories about the
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world of 7th Sector.:

Hello! After the release of the game, several mini - stories about the world of the 7th Sector game were published. I
thought through the universe of the game in detail, and the game has a big storyline branch, but I could not put it in
the puzzle-platformer genre.

Sorry, but the content does not exist in other languages.

https://egocreo.ru/tech/1035-pravo-na-novuju-zhizn-7th-sector.html
https://egocreo.ru/tech/1058-sborochnyj-ceh-sedmoj-sektor.html
https://egocreo.ru/tech/1104-7th-sector-mjachik.html
https://egocreo.ru/tech/1137-7th-sector-za-stenoj.html. Date of Release:
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7th Sector. Release - 5 March! Work coming to the final.

Small video preview https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gVLmXcom21U. 7th Sector - OST:

Good day! Soundtracks for "7th Sector" by Aleksey Trofimov (Nobody's Nail Machine) are available on Steam as a
free DLC!. Update 1.0.2:
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Fixed several gameplay and graphical bugs. Fixed the error of saving the controller selection in the menu, closed some
areas where the character fell into textures, solved the problem with the invisible wall at the Chase level, fixed the
problem with the container blocking the path at the Tower level, etc.. Release and plans:
 

Friends, the "7th Sector" was released on Steam!
I hope the game will leave a positive impression.
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Now I am planning my future work. Most likely, I will not start a dev of new game, I need a rest. But I have idea, to
release two of my old projects: "Light" and "Train". Also, maybe I will dev a DLC for the 7th sector (Maybe with first
person). Write in the comments, how do you think about this idea? And of course, I want to make several updates for
"35MM", add new elements and fix old bugs. I unfortunately did not have time for this before.

I don’t say about 7th Sector updates and fix bugs - it goes without saying.

Thank you all for attention!
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